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Project News

 
The DSH in a nutshell
After the City of Montréal won Infrastructure Canada’s Smart Cities Challenge in the spring of 2019
and launched its local Montréal in Common component, the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research
on Montréal (CIRM) has been entrusted with the development of a data partnership about Montréal
and its populations: the Data for Society Hub (DSH). This includes, among other things, a
technological tool for sharing, visualizing, and analyzing data.
 
Led by literature professor and discourse analysis specialist Pascal Brissette (McGill U.), the core
team of the SDP includes project manager Karolyne Arseneault, CIRM knowledge transfer
coordinator Audray Fontaine, current professor of practice Ana Brandusescu and, as an external
consultant, developer and solution architect Luc Véronneau (Véronneau Techno. Conseil). Five
research assistants—Arzen Chan, Julie Levasseur, Lisa Teichmann, Julien Vallières, and Alexia
Wildhaber-Riley—and two developers—Mohammad Moshawrab and Ada Yetis—are also involved.
 
In addition to CIRM, the DSH relies on the collaboration of the following organizations:

Centraide of Greater Montréal
Montréal’s Regional Director of Public Health
Department of Diversity and Social Inclusion, City of Montréal

Learn more

https://e1.envoke.com/m/249acd6e517f8415a6a58e628ea13a5d/m/05f146a50671dc0d8e760aa9cc06ed0f/22f21d559641dac6e25cc2eeb4f67a1e
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/people-0/members/pascal-brissette
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/people-0/professors-practice/ana-brandusescu
https://www.centraide-mtl.org/en/
https://santemontreal.qc.ca/professionnels/drsp/
https://montreal.ca/unites/service-de-la-diversite-et-inclusion-sociale
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/projects/montreal-common/data-society-hub


Launch of the DSH presentation
video
The Montréal Urban Innovation Lab has
produced a series of short videos to showcase
the 13 projects that make up the Montréal in
Common innovation community. One
afternoon, project director Pascal Brissette
went in front of the camera to introduce the
DSH and its mission for the next four years.

Watch the video

Interdisciplinary collaboration in
cognitive sciences
A team led by Julien Vallières has won a
project development grant from UQAM’s
Institut des sciences cognitives (ISC) for a
pilot project of corpus extraction and analytical
indexing by text mining abstracts of scientific
papers delivered at ACFAS conferences.
Supporting this project with a financial
contribution, the DSH coordination will host
working meetings with the researchers in
order to benefit from their learnings in terms of
research methodology and definition of a
textual data processing flow.

Read the press release by ISC

Funding secured for 2021–2022
Last March, the DSH coordinators submitted a project file to the Montréal in Common team
describing its overall vision and its anchoring within this ecosystem. This enabled them to obtain the
necessary funding for its second year of operation. The budget envelope was granted by the
municipal administration for a period of 18 months, from March 2021 to September 2022.

Upcoming milestones
Between now and the end of the year, the DSH’s work will focus on the implementation of various
communication tools, the elaboration of a proof of concept for the proposed technological solution,
and the development of a pilot project on issues related to food security. In particular, its Collective
Narrative and Discourse Analysis Laboratory will work to establish a working team and procedures
as well as agreements with key partners in the establishment of the research corpus.

DSH Blog

 

https://laburbain.montreal.ca/en
https://youtu.be/4BhJmR3ZN90
https://youtu.be/4BhJmR3ZN90
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/people-0/members/julien-vallieres
https://isc.uqam.ca/
https://isc.uqam.ca/etudiants/laureats-valorisation/
https://laburbain.montreal.ca/en/montreal-common


Going Further

 

Our new knowledge transfer tool
Join the DSH team and partners on Medium for privileged access
to the actions and reflections that support this tech initiative. New
posts will be published on a regular basis to provide updates on the
progress of the project as well as interviews with the stakeholders
who contribute to it. Director Pascal Brissette pens the first entry
entitled Pôle d’analyse de données sociales: ouverture d’un grand
chantier.

The Montréal in Common Ecosystem

 

5th Canadian Open Data Summit
On September 15 and 16, 2021, Montréal will host a national
meeting to broaden the discussion on open data, promote their
reuse, promote open government initiatives, and exchange to
make the city’s community a global model of a truly open society.
This first virtual edition of the Canadian Open Data Summit
(CODS) is co-organized by the Québec Center of Digital
Excellence at the Treasury Board Secretariat of the Québec
government and supported by the Canadian Open Data Society.
Stay tuned! More details.

Don't miss anything: Follow the work of the Montréal in Common innovation community via the
Facebook and Twitter accounts of the Montréal Urban Innovation Lab.

Now online: Two seminars on artificial intelligence
The Multimedia section of the CIRM website now includes the video
recordings of the virtual seminars From the Intelligent to the
Intelligible City (October 29, 2020, in French) and AI Policy and
Funding in Canada (March 18, 2021). The first one addresses the
possibilities, limits, and promises of new technologies in urban
contexts based on the collective work of the same name with
authors Nicolas Merveille (ESG-UQAM) and Jean-François Gagné
(U. Montréal), while the second one draws on the report Artificial
intelligence policy and funding in Canada: Public investments,
private interests by current professor of practice Ana Brandusescu
(CIRM) to examine the artificial intelligence ecosystem at the local,
provincial, and national levels.

https://medium.com/@CRIEM.CIRM/pole-danalyse-de-donnees-sociales-ouverture-dun-grand-chantier-99bccf26e88e
https://www.quebec.ca/gouv/politiques-orientations/vitrine-numeriqc/accompagnement-des-organismes-publics
https://www.opendatasociety.ca/
https://donnees.montreal.ca/news/annonce-cods2021
https://www.facebook.com/mtllium
http://twitter.com/mtl_lium
https://laburbain.montreal.ca/en
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/resources/multimedia
https://www.puq.ca/catalogue/livres/ville-intelligente-ville-intelligible-3838.html
https://professeurs.uqam.ca/professeur/merveille.nicolas/
https://pol.umontreal.ca/repertoire-departement/professeurs/professeur/in/in20898/sg/Jean-Fran%C3%A7ois%20Gagn%C3%A9/
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/files/centre-montreal/aipolicyandfunding_report_updated_mar5.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-montreal/people-0/professors-practice/ana-brandusescu


Suggested readings
Are you interested in new technologies, the use of data for social purposes, and the governance
issues of smart cities? Here are a few references—most of them open access—cited by the DSH
team and partners during their workshops:

Costanza-Chock, Sasha. (2019). Design Justice: Community-led practices to build the worlds
we need. MIT Press.
Lacroix Isabelle & Pier-Olivier St-Arnaud. (Fall 2012). La gouvernance: tenter une définition.
Cahier de recherche en politique appliquée 4(3): 19-37.
Patel, Reema. (2020). Changing the Data Governance Ecosystem – through narratives,
practices and regulations. Ada Lovelace Institute.
Scassa, Teresa. (September 25, 2019). Data governance for sharing smart city data: Lessons
from Sidewalk Toronto. Presentation. CIRM, McGill University, Montréal.
Standards Council of Canada. (2020). What is data governance?
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https://www.adalovelaceinstitute.org/changing-the-data-governance-ecosystem-through-narratives-practices-and-regulations/
https://www.mcgill.ca/centre-%20montreal/files/centre-montreal/scassa-smart_cities.pdf
https://www.scc.ca/en/flagships/data-governance/background
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https://twitter.com/CriemCirm
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